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Funding

The Kirby Summit was supported by:

•The Grove Foundation

•The David and Lucile Packard Foundation

•The William and Flora Hewlett 
Foundation
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Who is in the Room?

• Raise a hand if …..



Today’s Objectives

At the conclusion of this presentation, 
participants will be able to: 

1. Describe three key messages from the 
Kirby Summit

2. Reflect on ways to integrate Kirby 
Summit findings in their work.

3. Identify the benefits of transdisciplinary 
conversations.
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The 
Inaugural 

Kirby 
Summit 

To honor of our dear 
friend and colleague, 

Douglas Kirby
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We gathered . . .
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We asked ourselves:  

 What are the implications of developmental 

neuroscience for understanding adolescent sexual 

health and sexual risk taking?

 How might the latest developmental neuroscience 

research inform the core messages about healthy 

adolescent sexual development and risk behavior?

 How can developmental neuroscience strengthen the 

design of new and existing sexual health promotion 

interventions and/or policies related to sexual health?
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Why Those Questions?

Evidence 
Base

• Evidence base suggests programs can reduce sexual risk 
behavior

• Effects are often modest in size

Replication 
Evidence

• OAH-Funded replication efforts show expected pattern

• Some replications showed positive effects; others no effects

Program 
Qualities

• Many current evidence-based programs use similar 
approaches

• Many were developed with HIV prevention funding
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Reflection of Overall Results

Modest, 
relatively 

short-term 
effects

Similar 
theoretical 

base & 
approaches



Key Summit Take-Aways

Relationships

Scaffolding

Social & 
Emotional 
Influences



Key Message #1: Social & Emotional 
Influences

• Programs and theories that focus on 
teens must  address developmental 
changes in adolescence, including how 
social, emotional, and cognitive 
processing influence decision making



Myth of the ‘broken’ or ‘missing’ brain and ‘immature PFC’
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What does the developing adolescent brain expect to learn?



“Adolescence is not for the faint 

of heart. The to-do list for the 

decade between ages 10 and 

20 includes separating from 

your parents, finding your place 

among your peers at school, 

beginning to make decisions 

about your own future, and—oh 

yes—figuring out how to relate 

to the world, and yourself, as a 

suddenly and mystifyingly 

sexual being.”

-Dana Stevens  (Slate 

Magazine March 21, 2014)
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Developmental Science of Adolescence: 
Multiple levels of bi-directional interactions

Neurodevelopmental
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Behavioral

Biological

Social 
• Family
• Peers

Culture

Environment
• Media
• School
• Community

Technology



Implications for Sex Education
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Theory
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Hot vs. Cold Cognition
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Affective arousal, time 

pressure, social 

pressure

Non-pressured, 

“ideal” conditions
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Build Emotionally Relevant Experiences
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Novel Experiences



Peer Presence
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Social Cues & Context
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Normalize Sexual Development
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Key Message #2: Relationships

• Relationships are a fundamental context 
for adolescent sexual health



Adolescent Relationships



Relationship Content & Skills
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Examples of Content



Stand, find a partner nearby.

Share: What new ideas are growing?



Key Message #3: Scaffolding

• Multiple support systems are essential 
to scaffold youth through positive 
growth and development



• Extended period of development 
(adolescence-mid-twenties)

• Increased social motivation

• Desire to take risks & have new experiences

• Influence of peer presence

What Makes Scaffolding Important



Patterns

• Positive spirals

• Negative spirals

• Both stem from same developmental 
tasks

–Autonomy

–Exploring identity

–Navigating social hierarchies



Role of Parents/Key Adults

• Support positive growth 
experiences

• Promote social and 
emotional learning

• Progressively let go, but 
maintain access to support

• Discuss relationships,  
sexual health as 
fundamental part of 
human development
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Needed: A Transdisciplinary Approach 

Different disciplines working 
jointly to create new conceptual, 
theoretical, methodological, and 

translational innovations that 
integrate and move beyond 

discipline-specific approaches to 
address a common problem.
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Transdisciplinary Next Steps 
from the Kirby Summit

• Address the social and emotional aspects of 
sexual activity in sex education and teen 
pregnancy prevention.

• Bring the importance of sexual and 
reproductive health to the neuroscience 
field.

• Revisit theoretical frameworks for adolescent 
development and healthy behavior and 
relationships.

• Engage with sister organizations, funders, 
schools and other stakeholders.
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A Shift in Paradigm 

 If there is no risk there is no autonomy. 

 We can’t control what teens are learning, we 

can facilitate their exploration. 

 Are we sure we want teens to make rational 

decisions?

 Are our current practices affectively artificial?

 Why do you call it sex ed?
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Summit Sayings:



Transdisciplinary:

2. What opportunities are there to work across 

disciplines (e.g. neuroscience) to address adolescent 

health?

3.  What are the benefits of working with a 

transdisciplinary team?
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Interdisciplinary:

1. What findings from the Kirby 

Summit might I apply to my work?



Next Steps

• Kirby Summit

• Application 

• Conversations

• Application Support 
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THANK YOU!

Karin Coyle, PhD: karinc@etr.org

Kirby Summit Report: www.etr.org/kirby-summit

mailto:karinc@etr.org
http://www.etr.org/kirby-summit


Questions/Comments?


